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SOMETIMES ON-SET SPARKS TURN INTO REAL-LIFE ROMANCE. 
BUT IS THAT ALWAYS A GOOD THING? HERE STARS SPILL ALL .... 
BY SONA CHARAIPOTRA 

When S~PHIA BUSH ,,. the part of 
feisty Brooke on One Tree ~ i ~ i s h e  
h e w  she'd landed her dream role. 
Little did she know she'd also meet I 
man of her dreams. And as quickly E 

you can say "ActionI" her on-screen 
chemistry with costar CHAD MIC 
MURRAY led to some serious offscre 
fireworks. "Did you see the episode 
where Brooke and Lucas make out a, 
the bar? What do you thing?" Sophia 
asks, giggling. 'We started hangi 
out all the time as friends, then we 
-ealized things clicked." ' ' 

' 

And while Lucas and Brooke's 
fling fizzled, Chad and Sophia's love 
sizzles. Yet the now-engaged costars 
did think twice before hooking up. 
'2t's weird because your entire life is 
in the line," says Chad. "You're like, 

OK, if she doesn't like me, I'm 
(screwed1 because I have to worl 
her for the next six years." 

LIGHTS, CAMERA;,LOVIN 
From slhall-scre&&veeties such as 
Chad and ~o~hi(~t,(i.&ati.ir= 

.̂' 

flames like JUDE LAW and L.,...., 
MILLER, on-set romances have alwa 
been hot. ~ememb& BRITNEY a 
JUSTIN, who became acquainted on 
the set of the Mickey Mouse Club as 
tweens? "It's like sleepaway camp," 
says publicist Lizzie Grubman, wh 
repped Britney when the relation- 
ship went public. "It's an intense sit- 
uation, and you're bonding with that 
person. It's natural to fall in love." 

That's certainly what happened i 
Jude and Sienna while filming the 
romantic comedy Alfie. "When [the 
director] velled cut, they didn't stop," 
ays one witness.;'&ey gave 



their uaaL dhen the I ; u a r a a  ti 

olling-lots of giggles, huggi, 
But while Jude proposed to Sienna, 
ost on-set romances poop out p p y  

quickly: KlRSW DUNST and TOBEY 
MACUIRE; BRITTW  and 
ASHTON KUTCHER. And thoughdhigh- 
profile couplings can score tons of 
publicity, they're also risky. "It's no 
different from having five classes 
with someone you're dating," says TV 4 producer Christopher Keyser, who 
worked on Party of Five. "And $en you 
breakup and still have to see'the per- 

' son every day. It's hard for actors 
because they have to pretendto like 
zach other-and, worse, kiss." 

And sometimes falling for a costar 
make for awkward moments on - the set even before a split-especially 

ial-life love has won't even admit they're together. - *- 

make out w t h  another actor. Just ask 
MICHAEL COPON, who cozies up to 

. Sophia on O m  this season as the 
mischievous Felix. "There was one 
kissing scene] where we were holding 
+he position for, like, 20 minutes. Then 
ve both looked up at the same time 
and just busted out laughing," Michael 
recalls. "But it was uncomfortable for 
me. So we had a straight-up talk in the 
beginning. Chad said, 'Thanks for 
respecting my girl.' And I'm like, 'No 
problem, man.' Since then, every- 
thing's been swell." 

Chad, for one, accepts that kissing 
strangers is just an occupational haz- 
ard he and Sophia are going to have to 
deal with. "I would love to go to work 
and make out with my fiancbe," he 
says. "But I don't think that's how the 
cards are going to play out." 

-EHIND-THE-SCENES DRAMA 
a - s e t  cameras also put pressure on 
dating costars. While Chad and Sophia 
rork the red carpet as a pair, The O.C.'s 
DAM BR -- - and RACHEL BUSON 

"Fans don't always Like it when their 
favorite celeb has a boyfriend or &l- 
friend," says Grubman. 

That's one reason on-set hookups 
generally aren't encouraged. "Most 
producers would prefer that life not 
imitate art," says Keyser. "But you 
can't tell someone not to fall in love- 
and then you can't keep them in love." 
Take JENNIFER GARNER and her Alias 
costar MICHAEL VARTAN. The two 
dated, split and then got hot and 
heavy on-screen-even though Jen is 
now with BEN AJTECK (her Daredevil 
costar). Sounds like a drama in the 
making, right? Not necessarily. 
"Jennifer and Michael are perfectly 
fine working together after the split," 
says Grubman. "If you're adult about 
the relationship, then it should all 
work itself out."Whether that's wish- 
ful thinking almost doesn't matter. 
The public's fascination with celebrity 
romances is only growing. Stay tuned. 
-Additional reporting by Ulrica 
Wihlborg, Susan Christian-Goulding 
and LC. Baker 


